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Neural Network Equalizers and

Successive Interference Cancellation for

Bandlimited Channels with a Nonlinearity
Daniel Plabst, Tobias Prinz, Francesca Diedolo, Thomas Wiegart, Georg Böcherer,

Norbert Hanik and Gerhard Kramer

Abstract—Neural networks (NNs) inspired by the forward-
backward algorithm (FBA) are used as equalizers for bandlimited
channels with a memoryless nonlinearity. The NN-equalizers
are combined with successive interference cancellation (SIC) to
approach the information rates of joint detection and decoding
(JDD) with considerably less complexity than JDD and other
existing equalizers. Simulations for short-haul optical fiber links
with square-law detection illustrate the gains of NNs as compared
to the complexity-limited FBA and Gibbs sampling.

Index Terms—intersymbol interference, neural network, non-
linearity, successive interference cancellation, direct detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

C
OMMUNICATION links with low launch power are

often modeled as linear intersymbol interference (ISI)

channels with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Or-

thogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) converts

such channels into parallel memoryless channels, providing a

practical method to approach capacity. However, device con-

straints and high launch power may introduce non-linearities

at the transmitter or receiver, e.g., through a power amplifier

(PA) [1], [2], or a square-law detector (SLD) [3]. Non-

linearities degrade OFDM performance [4] in general, and the

receiver may need to apply joint detection and decoding (JDD)

to approach capacity. Unfortunately, JDD is often too complex

to implement, especially for higher-order modulation.

A pragmatic method to reduce complexity is separate de-

tection and decoding (SDD) for each channel input symbol;

see [5], [6]. SDD rates may be significantly lower than JDD

rates [7], [8]. Two methods that use SDD to approach JDD

performance are turbo detection and decoding (TDD) [9]–[11]

and multi-level coding (MLC) with successive interference

cancellation (SIC) [8], [12]–[14]. TDD requires dedicated code

design to approach capacity while MLC-SIC permits using

off-the-shelf codes; see [13]–[15].
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A. Equalizers to Compute APPs

We focus on MLC-SIC, for which one must choose a detec-

tor/equalizer that puts out a posteriori probabilities (APPs) or

approximations of APPs. Consider the following equalizers.

• A forward-backward algorithm (FBA) [16] that computes

symbol-wise APPs. A related approach is hard- or soft-

output Viterbi equalization [17], [18].

• Gibbs sampling (GS) [19, Ch. 29] as a Markov-chain,

Monte-Carlo method to approximate APPs.

• Linear equalizers [7] followed by a demapper (a memo-

ryless APP calculator).

• Non-linear equalizers with a demapper, such as decision

feedback equalizers (DFEs) [20], Volterra filters [21] and

neural networks (NNs).

We compare the methods and discuss simplifications.

• The FBA outputs exact APPs but is too complex for large

channel memory or modulation alphabets. One can trade

off complexity and performance via mismatched models

with small memory [22] or channel shortening filters [23].

• GS substantially simplifies FBA calculations but may

converge slowly at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), re-

quiring many parallel samplers or iterations [24], [25].

• Linear equalizers cannot cancel non-linear effects and

lose significant rates at high SNR [7, Fig. 7-9]. For

example, minimum mean square error (MMSE) filtering

often assumes Gaussian inputs [20], [26], [27] and is

suboptimal for discrete inputs.

• Non-linear equalizers such as DFEs exhibit error prop-

agation [7, Fig. 10] and require decoding in the feed-

back path. Even with perfect feedback, MMSE-DFE [20]

approaches the JDD rate only at low SNRs [7, Fig. 9].

Volterra filters are too complex [21] in general.

The main limitation of the above methods is that, for high

rates, either the complexity is high or residual interference

reduces rates significantly. We focus on model-based NN

equalizers and show they can efficiently achieve high rates

for large-memory models.

B. Review of NN Receivers

We review the literature on NN receivers. For decoding,

recurrent NNs (RNNs) were used to approximate the Viterbi

algorithm [28], [29] and the FBA [30]–[32]. NN autoencoders

were used for both turbo encoding and decoding in [33]–[38].
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For equalization, we categorize papers based on whether they

use JDD, SDD, TDD, or SIC.

1) JDD: The paper [39] performs JDD for ISI channels

with two memory taps and a memoryless amplifier non-

linearity. A large receiver NN demaps and decodes polar-

coded BPSK, but the approach does not scale to longer

codes, and JDD cannot account for interblock interference.

The works [40], [41] consider JDD for ISI channels with three

memory taps and sparse code multiple access, respectively.

The paper [42] proposes a JDD autoencoder for memoryless

MIMO channels with few antennas. The approach is lim-

ited to small MIMO and modulation alphabets; extending to

frequency-selective or massive MIMO is too complex.

2) SDD: The paper [43] treats ISI with separate NNs for

symbol-wise APP detection and decoding. The paper [44]

estimates symbol-wise APPs using NNs for millimeter wave

wireless channels. The paper [45] studies OFDM with a

convolutional NN for channel estimation and symbol-wise

APP detection. OFDM is also considered in [46], but with

feedback between the decoder and NN detector to adapt the

NN to the channel state information (CSI) during a retraining

phase. The paper [47] uses NNs for SDD for MIMO channels,

and [48] applies NNs for SDD and long-haul fiber links. The

authors of [49], [50] study short-reach fiber-optic systems with

intensity modulation, SLD, and NN autoencoders.

The papers [29], [51] approximate sequence-MAP detection

by NN-Viterbi detection and NN-based soft interference can-

cellation [52] (IC), respectively. Sequence-MAP detection is

suboptimal under SDD, as the detector passes hard decisions to

the decoder. For time-varying channels, both approaches may

be improved by “online” retraining via a feedback path be-

tween the detector and decoder [46]. The paper [53] uses [51]

for single-carrier frequency-domain equalization, where NNs

are trained across different Rayleigh fading channels.

3) TDD: The paper [54] applies NN-TDD for ISI channels

with CSI uncertainty; see [36] that also learns the component

decoders. The authors of [55] propose TDD for OFDM

and replace the modulator and demapper with a NN. For

frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels, autoencoding

outperforms conventional OFDM due to better frequency

diversity. The paper [56] studies TDD autoencoders for short

packet communication and synchronization.

4) SIC: NNs for soft-SIC were applied to CDMA [57] by

subtracting interference estimates between stages. NN post-

processing improves the bit-error rate. NN-based SIC receivers

were also applied to non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA).

The paper [58] studies the NOMA downlink with perfect

CSI and replaces a soft-SIC receiver with a single NN. The

paper [59] optimizes an NN-based precoder and SIC detector

for NOMA under imperfect CSI. Each SIC stage has an

NN estimate the data and interference from other users to

subtract interference; see [59, Fig. 2]. Instead, the papers [60],

[61] process the estimated interference and received channel

output symbols jointly. The paper [62] performs NN-SIC for

broadcast channels with imperfect CSI and each user treats the

other users’ signals as noise. The APPs are computed using

soft information from prior SIC stages, similar to soft-decision

feedback equalization [63].

The above works apply soft IC with no channel decoding

between the stages, i.e., significant error propagation occurs

if the interference is not entirely suppressed. The information

rate is that of SDD.

C. Contributions and Organization

We show how to approach JDD performance with MLC-SIC

and one NN-equalizer per stage. The NN structure is inspired

by the FBA structure. In contrast to the NN literature, the

receiver decodes between stages and approaches JDD perfor-

mance as the number of SIC stages increases. As a showcase,

we study oversampled short-reach fiber links with long ISI

and a SLD, and we compare our results to using SDD, JDD,

and Gibbs sampling equalizers [8], [22], [50]. Remarkably,

our NN-SIC receivers outperform and are substantially simpler

than existing mismatched receivers for JDD.

This paper is organized as follows. Sec. II introduces the

system model, and Sec. III reviews SDD and SIC. Sec. IV

and V discuss FBA-equalization and NN-equalization with IC,

respectively. Sec. VI computes information rates for SDD and

SIC receivers for short-reach fiber-optic links with a SLD and

compares with [8], [22]. We find that NN-SIC substantially

increases current spectral efficiencies for short-haul fiber links

with DD [8], [64]. Sec. VII concludes the paper.

D. Notation

Column vectors and matrices are written using bold letters,

e.g., a. The transpose of a is aT and cat (a, b) = [aT, bT]T

stacks a and b. We use |a| and a◦2 to write the element-wise

absolute values and squares of the entries in a, respectively.

The real and imaginary parts of the complex number I are

ℜ{I} and ℑ{I}, respectively. The phase of I is ∠I. We denote

a string of scalars by G=^ = (G^ , . . . , G=) and string of vectors by

X=^ = (X^ , . . . ,X=) and omit the subscript if ^ = 1. For posi-

tive integers 0, 1, 2, 3, we use the notation (G^,D)0≤^≤1,2≤D≤3
to denote the string (G^,D | 0 ≤ ^ ≤ 1, 2 ≤ D ≤ 3).

Random variables (RVs) are written in upper- case letters,

and their realizations in lower-case letters. The probability

mass function (PMF) and density of a vector of discrete and

continuous RVs X is written as %X and ?X, respectively. We

often discard subscripts on PMFs or densities if the arguments

are upper- or lowercase versions of their RVs. The conditional

PMF of a discrete RV - given . is %- |. . Similarly, we use

%- |. (·|H) for the PMF of - given . = H.

The sinc function is sinc(C) = sin(cC)/(cC). The convolution

of 6(C) and ℎ(C) is 6(C) ∗ ℎ(C) and the energy of 0(C) is

‖0(C)‖2 =
∫ ∞

−∞

�� 0(C)
��2dC. Entropy, conditional entropy, and

mutual information are defined as in [65, Chap. 2], and we

measure the quantities in bits.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 1 shows a bandlimited channel with a memoryless

non-linear device b (·) and additive noise. For example, this

model describes wireless communications with non-linearities

at the transmitter due to PAs, mixers, and digital-to-analog

converters (DACs) [1], [2], or at the receiver due to low-noise
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DMS 6(C ) b ( · ) + ℎ(C ) Detection & Decoding
-^ - (C ) /′ (C ) . ′ (C ) . (C ) Y

# ′ (C )
Sampler

Non-linear
device

Fig. 1. Bandlimited channel with a memoryless non-linearity and additive noise.

amplifiers (LNAs), mixers, and analog-to-digital converters

(ADCs). The model also describes fiber-optic communications

with non-linearities at the transmitter due to a driver amplifier,

DAC, Mach-Zehnder modulator, and optical amplifiers, or

at the receiver with a square-law detector (SLD), a single

photodiode [22, Fig. 2], LNA, and ADC.

Fig. 1 assumes additive noise # ′ (C) after the non-linearity.

For instance, # ′ (C) might model amplified thermal noise of

an RF-amplifier [66]–[69], or amplified spontaneous emission

noise of an erbium-doped fiber amplifier, or lumped noise of

photo-detection [70, Sec. II], the LNA, and the ADC.

A. Continuous Time Model

A source generates uniformly, independently and identically

distributed (u.i.i.d.) symbols (-^ )^∈Z = (. . . , -1, -2, -3, . . .)
from the symbol alphabet A = {01, . . . , 0"} where " = 2<.

After filtering with 6(C), the baseband waveform is

- (C) =
∑

^

-^ · 6(C − ^)s) (1)

where � = 1/)B is the symbol rate and 6(C) collects all

linear effects, including the bandwidth limitations of the pulse,

non-linear device, and DAC. The non-linear device puts out

/ ′ (C) = b (- (C)) to which noise # ′ (C) is added. The noise is

modeled as a complex white Gaussian random process with

two-sided power spectral density (PSD) #0/2 Watts per Hertz

per dimension.

The signal and noise are filtered by ℎ(C), which may

include a receiver bandwidth limitation and anti-aliasing filter

matched to the ADC. Fig. 1 can also be extended to colored

Gaussian noise using an additional whitening filter as the

front-end of ℎ(C). The filtered noise # (C) = # ′ (C) ∗ ℎ(C) is

a stationary circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian process

with autocorrelation function (ACF)

iNN(g) = #0 · (ℎ
∗(−g) ∗ ℎ(g)). (2)

We next describe the effect of the non-linear device on - (C).

B. Memoryless Non-Linear Device

The non-linearity expands the bandwidth, e.g., if b (·) is

a polynomial of degree 3 b then / ′ (C) occupies 3 b times

the bandwidth of - (C) [71, Sec. 3.1], [72, Thm. 1]. More

generally, the bandwidth of / ′ (C) may be unbounded but is

bandlimited via ℎ(C). We consider the two applications with

the non-linear functions shown in Fig. 2.

1) Wireless Transmitter with a PA: Consider the model

in [73, Fig. 1] where

/ ′ (C) = b (|- (C) |) · exp(j∠- (C)) (3)

with a non-linear real-valued function b (·) that models a solid-

state PA that distorts the magnitude; see [67, Sec. 3.2].

0.5 1 1.5

0.5

1
PA Saturation

|G |

b ( |G | )

(a)

ℜ{G}
ℑ{G}

b (G)

(b)

Fig. 2. Non-linear functions for a (a) PA: b ( |G | ) = |G |/
4
√
(1 + |G |4) and (b)

SLD: b (G) = |G |2.

2) Optical Fiber Receiver with a SLD: Consider a single

polarization and the model from [22, Fig. 2] where 6(C) ∝

sinc(�C) ∗ 6SSMF(C) and 6SSMF(C) is the linear response of a

standard single-mode fiber (SSMF). The SLD outputs b (·) =
| · |2 and the front-end of the ADC is a brickwall filter ℎ(C) ∝

sinc(2�C) with twice the transmit filter bandwidth.

C. Discrete Time Model

We collect samples .: = . (:) ′
s ), : ∈ Z, where ) ′

s =

1/(�#os) corresponds to sampling at rate �#os with over-

sampling factor #os. The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem

is met if . (C) is bandlimited and #os is sufficiently high. The

: th receiver sample may be written as

.: = /: + #: (4)

where

/: = [ℎ(C) ∗ b (- (C))]C=:) ′
s

(5)

#: = [# ′ (C) ∗ ℎ(C)]C=:) ′
s
. (6)

The discrete-time noise #: is stationary, circularly symmetric,

and complex Gaussian with ACF

iNN [:] = #0 · iNN(g = :) ′
s ). (7)

D. Approximation via Simulation

We use oversampling to address the bandwidth expansion.

Let )sim = )s/#sim be the simulation sampling period where

#sim is the simulation oversampling factor and 3 = #sim/#os

is an integer. One can approximate

/: ≈
∑

D′

ℎD′ b

(∑

D

6D-
′
(3·:−D′ )−D

)
(8)

where (- ′
D)D∈Z = ((0, . . . , 0, -^))^∈Z is a #sim-fold upsampled

string, and 6D = 6(D)sim), ℎD = ℎ(D)sim) are the oversampled

filters. The SLD example above has 3 b = 2 and #os = #sim = 2
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−2 −1 1 2
C/)

|6(C) |2

|6D |
2

Fig. 3. Magnitude-squared response of an SSMF channel with parameters in
Tab. II, length 30 km and 6(C ) ∝ sinc(�C ) ∗ 6SSMF (C ); circles show samples
with #sim = 2.

results in sufficient statistics, and (8) is an equality. However,

if the PA model is not a polynomial then one must choose a

sufficiently large #sim so that (8) is a good approximation.

To illustrate, suppose the filters 6D and ℎD in (8) have odd

lengths  6 and  ℎ, respectively, and the filter taps are zero out-

side the intervals [−⌊ 6/2⌋, ⌊ 6/2⌋] and [−⌊ ℎ/2⌋, ⌊ ℎ/2⌋].

The filters have symbol memories  ̃6 = ⌊( 6 − 1)/#sim⌋ and

 ̃ℎ = ⌊( ℎ − 1)/#sim⌋, and the total system memory is

 ̃ =  ̃6 +  ̃ℎ . (9)

For example, Fig. 3 shows a bandlimited SSMF channel 6(C)

with memory  ̃6 = 13.

We use block transmission with ⌊ 6/2⌋ + ⌊ ℎ/2⌋ zeros at

the beginning and end of each block. We collect a block of =

transmit symbols in the vector

x = [G1, G2, G3, . . . G=]
T ∈ C= . (10)

The receiver collects #os channel output symbols per trans-

mitted symbol in the vector

y = [H1, H2, H3, . . . H#os=]
T ∈ C#os= . (11)

III. SDD AND SIC RATES

A. SDD Rates

We review the achievable rates [8, Sec. III]. SDD computes

the symbol-wise APPs %-^ |Y (·|y), ^ ∈ {1, . . . , =}, and the

decoder uses these to estimate the data. Consider the entropy

rates

�= (X) =
1

=
� (X) (12)

�= (X|Y) =
1

=
� (X|Y). (13)

A lower bound on the information rate of X and Y is:

�= (X; Y) = �= (X) − �= (X|Y) (14)

≥ �= (X) −
1

=

=∑

^=1

� (-^ |Y) := �=,SDD (15)

with equality if and only if -^ and - ^−1 are conditionally

independent given Y. Define the limiting rates as

� (X;Y) := lim
=→∞

�= (X; Y), �SDD := lim
=→∞

�=,SDD (16)

and note that the bound (15) gives �SDD ≤ � (X;Y).
JDD achieves the rate � (X;Y), but is usually too complex to

implement [74]–[76]. In practice, one is often limited to SDD

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

-7

-8

-9

-10

-11

-12

-13

-14

-15

+B,C
B
C

S
ta

g
e

Within stage

Fig. 4. SIC with ( = 3 stages and = = 15 input symbols.

%+1,C |Y
( · | y)

APP 1

Dec. 1

%+2,C |Y
( · | yv̂1 )

APP 2

Dec. 2

. . .

%+(,C |Y ( · | yv̂(−1 )

APP (

Dec. (

y

v̂1

v̂2

v̂1

v̂2

v̂(

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage (

Fig. 5. SIC receiver with SDD for each stage.

and the rate �SDD, but [7, Fig. 7-9] and [8, Fig. 6] show that

SDD loses significant rate for ISI channels at medium to high

SNRs. This is because SDD neglects stochastic dependencies

when computing APPs of systems with memory.

B. SIC Rates

SIC is implemented with ( stages and a different forward

error control (FEC) code for each stage.

1) SIC Encoding: To encode, downsample X by a factor of

( to create ( sequences of length # = =/(, where we assume

# is an integer. The symbols in the Bth SIC stage are

VB = (+B,C )
#
C=1 =

(
-^ (B,1) , -^ (B,2) . . . -^ (B,# )

)
(17)

where ^(B, C) = B + (C − 1)( converts a parallel indexing (B, C)

to a serial indexing ^(B, C). For example, consider Fig. 4 with

( = 3, = = 15, # = 5, and thus

V1 = (-1, -4, -7, -10, -13) . (18)

2) SIC Receiver: We detect and decode using ( stages; see

Fig. 5. To illustrate, consider again ( = 3 and partition X into

V1, V2, V3. The first SIC stage performs SDD and calculates

the APPs %+1,C |Y (·|y) for C = 1, . . . , # . A decoder estimates

V̂1. The second SIC stage uses V̂1 as prior information and

calculates the APPs %+2,C |V1 ,Y(·|v̂1, y) for C = 1, . . . , # . Correct

prior information increases the information rate in the second

SIC stage. Finally, the third SIC stage computes the APPs

%+3,C |V1 ,V2 ,Y(·|v̂1, v̂2, y) for C = 1, . . . , # .

3) SIC Rates: Define the long string V = (VB)
(
B=1

. Since

V is a reordered version of X, we have �= (X; Y) = �= (V; Y).
The rate of stage B is

�B#,SIC =
1

#

#∑

C=1

� (+B,C ; Y,VB−1) (19)

4



. . .

�(,C−1 �B,C �B+1,C

. . .

�(−1,C �(,C

. . .

+B,C +B+1,C +B+2,C +(−1,C +(,C

(y̆^ ( 9,C ) )
B
9=1

, ℎ2
(,C−1

, (E 9,C )
B−1
9=1

y̆^ (B+1,C ) , ℎ
2
B,C y̆^ (B+2,C ) , ℎ

2
B+1,C

y̆^ ((−1,C ) , ℎ
2
(−2,C

y̆^ ((,C ) , ℎ
2
(−1,C

Fig. 6. Factor graph for the FBA in stage B. The string (E 9,C )
B−1
9=1

represents known symbols. Due to previous SIC levels, the ℎ2
9,C
, 9 ∈ {B, . . . , (}, are

known parts of the channel state. The first state index takes on values in {B, . . . , (}. The filled variable node marks a symbol for which an APP is calculated.

and �B
#,SIC

is non-decreasing in B and at most <. The average

rate across all ( SIC stages is

�=,SIC =
1

(

(∑

B=1

�B#,SIC (20)

and satisfies

�=,SDD ≤ �=,SIC ≤ �= (V; Y). (21)

Define �B
SIC

:= lim#→∞ �
B
#,SIC

and �SIC := lim=→∞ �=,SIC.

We encode VB with a code rate less than �B
SIC

to ensure reliable

decoding as the block length grows, i.e., we may assume V̂B =

VB; see [13]. Comparing the limiting rates, we obtain

�SDD ≤ �SIC ≤ � (X;Y). (22)

SIC can approach the JDD performance by increasing ( [8,

Fig. 6]. The number of stages should be chosen according to

the memory of the filters  ̃6 and  ̃ℎ; see [8, Sec. IV].

IV. FBA EQUALIZER

We extend the APP computation from [22, Sec. III-IV] to

SIC. Define the symbols H̆: := H:−:0
, where :0 = ⌊⌊ 6/2⌋/3+

⌊ ℎ/2⌋/3⌋ and 3 = #sim/#os; see Sec. II-D. We collect #os

output symbols per input -^ in the string

y̆^ :=
(
H̆^+#os (^−1)+ℓ

)#os−1

ℓ=0
. (23)

For SIC stage B, B ∈ {1, . . . , (}, the FBA computes the APPs

%+B,C |Y̆,VB−1 (·|y̆, v
B−1) ∀C (24)

where y̆ := (y̆1, . . . , y̆=). Fig. 6 depicts the FBA structure by

a factor graph. SDD has ( = 1; see [22, Fig. 4].

We increase the memory  ̃ so that  ̃/( is an integer to

simplify the analysis. Now partition the channel state (the past

 ̃ input symbols) into disjoint strings for 9 = 1, . . . , (:

� 9 ,C :=
(
-^ ( 9 ,C )−ℓ

)  ̃−1

ℓ=0
\ VB−1 (25)

�29,C :=
(
-^ ( 9 ,C )−ℓ

)  ̃−1

ℓ=0
\ � 9 ,C (26)

where � 9 ,C has  ̃B = (( − B + 1) ·  ̃/( unknown symbols and

�29,C has  ̃2B = (B − 1) ·  ̃/( known symbols. For example,

consider  ̃ = 3, ( = 3, and B = 2, for which  ̃B = 2,  ̃2B = 1,

the known symbols are VB−1 = -1, -4, -7, . . . , and thus

� 9 ,C , �
2
9,C =




(-2, -3), (-1) 9 = 3, C = 1

(-2, -3), (-4) 9 = 1, C = 2

(-3, -5), (-4) 9 = 2, C = 2

(-5, -6), (-4) 9 = 3, C = 2
...

. (27)

For B > 1, one may simplify by marginalizing only over the

states � 9 ,C . Note that the �(,C , �1,C+1, . . . , �B−1,C+1 are the

same for all C, and the factor graph in Fig. 6 uses only �(,C .

The FBA complexity decreases with increasing B because the

effective memory  ̃B decreases with B.

For each stage B, the FBA computes APPs by processing

on Fig. 6 over two paths. The first path runs forward in time

and recursively calculates forward state metrics, while the

second path runs backward in time and computes backward

state metrics. Both paths use decoded symbols VB−1 = vB−1

from previous SIC stages. Define the respective forward and

backward state metrics for 9 = B, B + 1, . . . , ( as

®̀ 9 ,C (ℎ 9 ,C ) := ?
(
y̆
^ ( 9 ,C )

1
, (ED,ℓ)1≤D<B,1≤ℓ≤C , ℎ 9 ,C

)
(28)

⃖̀ 9 ,C (ℎ 9 ,C ) := ?
(
y̆=
^ ( 9 ,C )+1

, (ED,ℓ)1≤D<B,C<ℓ≤# | ℎ 9 ,C , ℎ
2
9,C

)
. (29)

The APPs for stage B, for all C, and 0 ∈ A are obtained by

%+B,C |Y̆,VB−1 (0 |y̆, v
B−1) ∝

∑

ℎB,C :EB,C=0

®̀B,C (ℎB,C ) · ⃖̀B,C (ℎB,C ). (30)

Finally, the forward and backward state metrics are calcu-

lated recursively via (31)-(34) using the definitions

k 9 ,C (ℎ 9 ,C , ℎ 9−1,C , E 9 ,C ) := ?(y̆^ ( 9 ,C ) , ℎ 9 ,C , E 9 ,C | ℎ 9−1,C , ℎ
2
9−1,C )

(35)

and

k′
C (ℎ(,C−1) :=

B−1∏

9=1

?Y̆^ ( 9 ,C) |� 9−1,C ,�
2
9−1,C

,+9 ,C
(y̆^ ( 9 ,C ) | ℎ(,C−1, ℎ

2
9−1,C , E 9 ,C ).

(36)

where for 9 = 1 we use ( 9 − 1, C) := ((, C − 1) due to the

serial-to-parallel conversion; see Fig. 4.

The recursions for B = 1 are the same as the FBA in [22,

Sec. III-IV]. For B > 1, the recursions depend on the index

9 ∈ {B, . . . , (}: Equations (32) and (34) correspond to the

classic forward and backward recursions [22]. Equations (31)
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and (33) include the factor (36) resulting from known symbols

(E 9 ,C )
B−1
9=1

; cf. the example (27). The first forward state metric

and the last backward state metric are initialized uniformly.

V. NN EQUALIZER

The FBA is too complex to implement even for relatively

small memory  ̃ or alphabets A, so one must use mismatched

models. We use NN-equalizers with an FBA structure that are

bidirectional, recurrent, and periodically time-varying.

A. NN Inputs and Outputs

Fig. 7 shows an NN equalizer with multiple layers. Each

layer is bidirectional with a forward and backward path, and

internal states similar to the FBA [30]–[32]. The layers imitate

message passing on the factor graph of Fig. 6. We found that

processing the inputs (23) successively, as in the FBA, requires

many RNN states that store soft information about previous

inputs. To reduce the number of states, the first NN layer

effectively acts as a (nonlinear) channel shortening filter [23]

that processes overlapping blocks of channel outputs and SIC

symbols. The NN layers may be interpreted as turbo detection

and decoding modules exchanging extrinsic information [15].

We next discuss the NN for SIC stage B.

1) Inputs: Suppose the NN inputs are real-valued. (One

may also use complex-valued inputs; the choice is not crucial

to the performance.) For the remaining stages 9 = B, . . . , (,

we use input vectors of the form

r1
9 ,C := (y 9 ,C , v 9 ,C ) ∈ R!Y+!IC (37)

with !Y channel outputs y 9 ,C and !IC symbols v 9 ,C . We use

y 9 ,C := (H#os ·^ ( 9 ,C )+D)
∇
D=−Δ ∈ R!Y (38)

where Δ := ⌊(!Y − 1)/2⌋ and ∇ := ⌈(!Y − 1)/2⌉ correspond

to symbols before and after transmission of the symbol E 9 ,C =

G^ ( 9 ,C ) , respectively. Next, collect the !IC symbols among vB−1

that are closest to E 9 ,C = G^ ( 9 ,C ) in the vector

v 9 ,C := (G^ | ^ ∈ V9 ,C ) ∈ R!IC (39)

where by “closest” we mean

V9 ,C = argmin
|U |=!IC

∑

0∈U
G0∈vB−1

|0 − ^( 9 , C) |. (40)

Selecting the IC symbols (39) is useful for symmetric impulse

responses where |6D |
2 is nearly maximum at D = 0 and

decreases with |D | beyond some threshold; see Fig. 3. We use

zero-padding to extend the vectors (38) where necessary.

2) Outputs: After processing the (r1
9 ,C )

(
9=B

in (37) for all C,

the RNN outputs APP estimates for the current stage B:

&+B,C |Y,VB−1 ( · | y, vB−1) ∀C. (41)

B. RNN Structure

The RNN processes its inputs in forward and backward

chronological orders:

. . . r1
B,C , r1

B+1,C
, . . . , r1

(,C
,

r1
B,C+1

, r1
B+1,C+1

, . . . , r1
(,C+1

. . .
. (42)

Stage B processes at total of # (( − B + 1) inputs; see Fig. 7.

The process producing (42) is stationary. This means that

the sub-process for stages B to ( in (42) is cyclostationary

with period (− B + 1 due to the SIC partitioning of Sec. III-B.

We now encounter the following issue. Classic RNNs [77,

Chap. 10.3] use time-invariant input processing, but such

RNNs can perform poorly with cyclostationary inputs; see [77,

p. 390]. We thus use RNNs with periodically time-varying

input processing. Furthermore, the state metrics (28) and (29)

are also cyclostationary with period ( − B + 1, and thus we

allow periodically time-varying state recursions in the RNN.

Fig. 7 shows the structure of such a bidirectional RNN with !

layers: ! − 1 layers are recurrent with forward and backward

paths, and the last layer is feedforward.

Consider the forward path in layer 8. This path has RNN

cells ®�8B, ®�
8
B+1
, . . . , ®�8

(
that repeat periodically for C = 1, . . . , # ,

just like the node in the factor graph in Fig. 6. Compared to

classic RNNs, the number of RNN parameters increases by a

factor of ( − B + 1, but the computational complexity remains

the same [77, Chap. 10.3]. RNNs have internal states (®h8
9,C
)(
9=B

in the forward and backward paths, where C = 1, . . . , # .

For instance, consider the first RNN cell ®�8B and let the

input dimensions of the recurrent layers and the output layer

be (ℓ1, . . . , ℓ!−1, ℓ!), where ℓ1 = !Y + !IC. We convert the

pairs (37) to column vectors. The state recursion is

®h8B,C = 5
(
®, 8

in (r
8
B,C ) + ®, 8 (®h8B,C−1)

)
∈ Rℓ8+1/2 (43)

where 5 (·) is the element-wise rectified linear unit

(ReLU) [78]. The input and state transformations are

®, 8
in : Rℓ8 ↦→ Rℓ8+1/2, ®, 8

in(r
8
B,C ) = ®W8

inr8B,C + ®b8in
®, 8 : Rℓ8+1/2 ↦→ Rℓ8+1/2, ®, 8 (®h8B,C−1) =

®W8®h8B,C−1 +
®b8

where ®W8
in

, ®W8 and ®b8
in

, ®b8 are input and state recursion

matrices, and input and state bias vectors, respectively. The

backward path works analogously; see Fig. 7.

®̀B,C (ℎB,C ) =
∑

ℎ(,C−1,EB,C
®̀(,C−1 (ℎ(,C−1) · kB,C (ℎB,C , ℎ(,C−1, EB,C ) · k

′
C (ℎ(,C−1) (31)

®̀ 9 ,C (ℎ 9 ,C ) =
∑

ℎ 9−1,C ,E 9 ,C
®̀ 9−1,C (ℎ 9−1,C ) · k 9 ,C (ℎ 9 ,C , ℎ 9−1,C , E 9 ,C ) 9 = B + 1, . . . , ( (32)

⃖̀(,C−1 (ℎ(,C−1) =
∑

ℎB,C ,EB,C
⃖̀B,C (ℎB,C ) · kB,C (ℎB,C , ℎ(,C−1, EB,C ) · k

′
C (ℎ(,C−1) (33)

⃖̀ 9−1,C (ℎ 9−1,C ) =
∑

ℎ 9 ,C ,E 9 ,C
⃖̀ 9 ,C (ℎ 9 ,C ) · k 9 ,C (ℎ 9 ,C , ℎ 9−1,C , E 9 ,C ) 9 = B + 1, . . . , ( (34)
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�⃖8
( �⃖8B· · · · · ·

h⃖8B,C h⃖8
B+1,C

. . .
h⃖8
(,C

h⃖8
B,C+1

...
...

...

®�8B
®�8
B+1

®�8
(

cat ( · ) cat ( · ) cat ( · )

�out

®�8
(

®�8B· · · · · ·

r8B,C

...

r8
B+1,C

...

r8
(,C

...

®h8
(,C−1

®h8B,C

. . .
®h8
(−1,C

®h8
(,C

r8+1
B,C

... r8+1
B+1,C

... r8+1
(,C

...

&+B,C |YVB−1 (·|yvB−1)

· · · · · ·

C C + 1C − 1

Layers
8 ∈ {1, . . . , ! − 1}

Inputs:

APPs:

Fig. 7. Bidirectional time-variant RNN for stage B.

To complete the recurrent layer processing, the outputs of

the two paths are concatenated for 9 = B, . . . , ( and all C:

r8+1
9 ,C = cat(®h89,C , h⃖

8
9,C ) ∈ Rℓ8+1 (44)

and (44) is passed to the next recurrent layer if 8 + 1 < !. If

8 + 1 = !, the last cell �out performs final processing, i.e., for

all C and fixing 9 = B we have

&+B,C |Y,VB−1 (·|y, vB−1) = q(Woutr
!
B,C + bout) ∈ R|A | (45)

where Wout ∈ R|A |×ℓ! , bout ∈ R|A | , and the “softmax”

function q(·) [79] generates a PMF interpreted as symbol-

wise APPs. To initialize the RNN, we set the first forward

and last backward states in all recurrent layers to zero.

C. Achievable Rates and NN Optimization

The NN-equalizers approximate APPs via (45). A lower-

bound on the SIC rate is (see [8, Sec. VI D.], [80])

�=,SIC ≥
1

(

(∑

B=1

1

#

#∑

C=1

� (+B,C ) + E[log2&(+B,C |Y,V
B−1)]

︸                                                 ︷︷                                                 ︸
:= �B

@,#,SIC

(46)

where the expectation is over the actual ?+B,C ,Y,VB−1 . The

expression �B
@,#,SIC

is the mismatched rate of SIC stage B and

we define the limiting rate as �B
@,SIC

:= lim#→∞ �
B
@,#,SIC

.

We wish to maximize �B
@,#,SIC

, or equivalently minimize the

expectation in (46) (a cross entropy) for each SIC stage B. To

simplify notation, collect the NN parameters (the NN weights

and biases) in a string �. We estimate �B
@,#,SIC

via simulation

and formulate the optimization problem [81, Sec. 4.1] as

argmin
(&
+B,C |Y,V

B−1 )
#
C=1

−
1

#

#∑

C=1

〈
log2&+B,C |Y,VB−1 (EB,C | y, vB−1)

〉

subject to (&+B,C |Y,VB−1 )#C=1 = 5NN(y, v
B−1;�) (47)

TABLE I
ALGORITHMIC COMPLEXITY PER APP ESTIMATE.

Algorithm Multiplications

FBA [22] O(( · |A | ̃+1 )

Bit-wise GS [8] O(( ·  ̃2 · < · #iter · #par )

NN O
(
( ·

( ∑!−1
8=1 ℓ8ℓ8+1 + ℓ

2
8+1

/2 + ℓ! · |A |
))

where 〈·〉 denotes Monte-Carlo averaging over #blk transmit

symbols and pairs (v(F) , y(F))#blk

F=1
, and the APPs are a func-

tion of the NN 5NN(y, v
B−1;�). The solution to (47) is usually

approximated by batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD).

D. Receiver Complexity

Table I compares the number of multiplications per symbol

APP calculation for the FBA, bit-wise GS [8], and the NN.

The FBA complexity is exponential in  ̃ (9). In contrast, the

GS complexity is quadratic in  ̃ and linear in the number

of bits per source symbol <, iterations #iter, and parallel

samplers #par. Matrix-vector multiplications dominate the NN

complexity, which depends on the number of NN layers and

their sizes (ℓ8)
!
8=1

. Note that we use real-valued NN inputs.

For complex-valued inputs (37), composite real representations

must be used, doubling the dimensions !Y and !IC. The

FBA and GS also require complex multiplications when the

modulation format and filters are complex-valued. We do not

consider these cases in Table I.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We study short-haul optical fiber links with SLD, as de-

scribed in Sec. II-B2. We compare the SIC rates of mismatched

FBA, GS, and NN equalizers for bipolar and complex modula-

tion alphabets; see [8], [22], [64], [82]. The FBA mismatched

channel memory #̃ is much smaller than the NN memory

because its complexity grows exponentially in #̃; see Table I.

The program code is available at [83].
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TABLE II
SHORT-REACH FIBER-OPTIC SYSTEM [22, SEC. II A].

Parameters

Fiber length !fib ∈ {0, 30 km}
Attenuation factor 0 dB/km
Carrier wavelength 1550 nm (C band transmission)

Group velocity dispersion V2 = −2.168 · 10−23 s2/km
Symbol rate � = 35 GBd

DAC and SSMF 6(C ) = � · sinc(�C ) ∗ 6SSMF (C )
Frequency response of SSMF �SSMF ( 5 ) = exp (j V2/2(2c 5 )

2!fib )
Receive photo-diode (SLD) b (G) = |G |2

Real-valued post-SLD AWGN # ′ (C ), PSD = #0/2
Receive filter ℎ(C ) = 2� sinc(2�C )
Oversampling factors #os = #sim = 2

Filtered and sampled noise #: , AWGN with variance f2 = #0�

A. System Parameters

The system parameters are listed in Table II. The DAC

performs sinc pulse shaping at the symbol rate 35 GBd. We

consider !fib = 0 (back-to-back) and !fib = 30 km of SSMF

without fiber attenuation. The !fib = 0 model is reasonable

for several kilometers of fiber in the O-band where chromatic

dispersion is low; see [84, Chap. 2.6.2]. The pulse shape and

dispersion introduce long memory in the combined channel

6(C); see Fig. 3. The SLD doubles the bandwidth of the

signal - (C) to 2�. The receive filter ℎ(C) is a sinc pulse with

bandwidth 2�, and oversampling . (C) with #os = 2 provides

sufficient statistics.

We approximate 6(C) by a discrete filter 6: with  6 =

151 · #sim + 1 taps, resulting in a memory of  ̃6 = 151

symbols. This choice has 6: containing 99.9% of the energy

of 6(C). The receive filter ℎ(C) does not influence the transmit

signal component, and the discrete-time noise #: is AWGN

with variance f2. We thus have  ̃ℎ = 0 and the total system

memory (9) is  ̃ =  ̃6 . We simulate blocks with = ≥ 20 · 103

symbols. The average transmit power is

%tx =
E
[
‖- (C)‖2

]

= · )s

(48)

and the filtered noise variance is f2
= 1 so SNR = %tx. We

use the "-ary modulations:

• unipolar "-PAM with A = {0, 1, . . . , 2< − 1};
• bipolar "-ASK with A = {±1,±3, . . . ± (2< − 1)};

• "-SQAM [22] with A = {±0,±j0 | 0 = 1, 2, . . . , "/4}

where SQAM refers to star-QAM. We use differential phase

encoding before the DAC to help resolve phase ambiguities;

see [8, Appendix].

B. NN Optimization

We optimize one NN per SIC stage and SNR. The NNs are

initialized with optimized parameters from a lower SNR, if

available. We approximate (47) via batch SGD with moment

extension, namely ADAM [85]. RNNs may experience numer-

ical instabilities during SGD when the number # ((− B+1) of

sequential inputs (42) is large [86]. During training, we limit

the inputs to )RNN, which results in # = )RNN/(( − B + 1)

symbols per SIC stage. The number of inputs )RNN and size

!Y indicate the maximum symbol memory that the RNN can

capture and is approximately #̃RNN ≈ ⌊!Y/#os⌋ + ()RNN − 1).

We perform batch SGD with #batch inputs and the strings

(v(F) , y(F))#batch
F where # = )RNN/(( − B + 1). We take #iter

gradient steps with step size Vlr. To improve numerical stability

at high SNR, the NN inputs (37) are normalized to unit

variance. We use Monte-Carlo simulations to evaluate NN-SIC

rates with #blk frames, each having = symbols; see (46)-(47).

The NN parameters are found empirically; see Table III.

C. SIC Rates

Consider 4-PAM/ASK/SQAM with FBA-SIC and NN-SIC.

We compare rates with !fib = 0 and !fib = 30 km SSMF

in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. We also compute the JDD

upper bounds (UBs) of [80, Eq. (45)] via the mismatched FBA,

where the auxiliary channel is optimized according to [22,

Sec. III C]. We run the FBA-SIC and compute the UBs using

#̃ = 9 symbols. We do not plot rates for bit-wise GS [8,

Fig. 8] with #̃ = 9, #par = 20 samplers and #iter = 60, as

these rates largely agree with FBA-SIC. Table IV compares

the algorithmic complexities of the FBA, GS, and NN, but

neglects the common factor (.

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show that the rates increase with ( =

1, . . . , 4. NN-SIC is at least as good as the mismatched FBA-

SIC for all modulation formats. The NN shows large gains

over the FBA for ( > 2 and medium to high SNRs because

of the FBA channel mismatch. For 4-PAM/ASK and !fib = 0,

the best NN curves reduce the gap to the UBs to 0.8 dB at

around 80% of the maximum rate. Rates for 4-SQAM and

!fib = 0 saturate early. This is likely due to phase symmetries

in 4-SQAM; see [8, Appendix]. For !fib = 30 km, the gaps to

the UB reduce to ≈ 1 dB for all modulations. For 4-SQAM,

we had to use a larger NN than for 4-PAM/ASK; see Fig. 9.

For !fib = 0 and !fib = 30 km, two and four SIC levels are

needed to approach the JDD rate, respectively.

The NN outperforms GS and the mismatched FBA with

much smaller complexity; see Table I. For " = 4 and !fib = 0,

the NN requires 40 times fewer multiplications than GS and

200 times fewer than the FBA. For real-valued modulation

and !fib = 30 km, the NN is roughly ten times less complex

than GS and 30 times less complex than the mismatched

FBA. For 4-SQAM, the complexity of GS and the NN is

similar. Fig. 10 shows similar results for 8-PAM/ASK/SQAM

for !fib = 30 km, but the UBs are now loose.

Fig. 11 compares periodically time-varying RNNs to

RNNs [77, Chap. 10] with time-invariant recurrent cells ®�8 .

The latter RNNs use the same configuration as their time-

varying counterparts; see Tab. III. Thus, both RNN struc-

tures have equal computational complexity. For illustration,

we consider 8-SQAM and plot the stage rates �B
@,#,SIC

for

B = 1, . . . , 4, ! = 30 km and ( = 4 stages in total. The rates

�B
@,#,SIC

are monotonically non-decreasing in B. The curves

show that the time-varying RNN achieves large energy gains

in the stages B = 2, 3. When comparing the average rate (46)

around 2.4 bpcu, the time-varying RNNs gain ≈ 0.7 dB over

classic RNNs. The advantage of periodically time-varying

RNNs is even more apparent with larger (.
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TABLE III
NN PARAMETERS.

Modulation !Y , ℓ2, ℓ3, ℓ4, ℓ5 #̃RNN !IC )RNN #batch #blk = Vlr #iter ! [km]

" = 4 — 32, 64 47 16 32 128 1 · 103 6 · 104 1 · 10−3 1 · 104 0
" = 8 — 64, 128, 64 95 32 64 64 3 · 103 6 · 104 5 · 10−4 6 · 104 0
" = 16 — 84, 128, 128 105 64 64 64 3 · 103 6 · 104 2 · 10−4 6 · 104 0
" = 32 — 84, 128, 128 105 64 64 64 3 · 103 6 · 104 1 · 10−4 6 · 104 0
" = 64 — 84, 128, 128, 128, 64 125 100 84 84 3 · 103 6 · 104 5 · 10−5 7.5 · 104 0
" = 128 — 84, 128, 128, 128, 128 125 100 84 84 3 · 103 6 · 104 5 · 10−5 7.5 · 104 0

" = 4 PAM/ASK 64, 128, 64 95 32 64 128 1 · 103 6 · 104 5 · 10−4 2 · 104 30
" = 4 SQAM 64, 256, 128, 128 95 32 64 128 1 · 103 6 · 104 5 · 10−4 2 · 104 30
" = 8 PAM/ASK 64, 128, 128 115 32 84 128 1 · 103 6 · 104 3 · 10−4 5 · 104 30
" = 8 SQAM 64, 256, 128, 128 115 32 84 128 1 · 103 6 · 104 3 · 10−4 5 · 104 30
" = 16 — 84, 200, 128, 128 161 64 120 64 3 · 103 8 · 104 5 · 10−5 8 · 104 30
" = 32 — 100, 200, 200, 200, 168 169 64 120 64 7 · 103 8 · 104 4 · 10−5 1 · 105 30
" = 64 — 100, 300, 300, 300, 240 169 100 120 64 7 · 103 8 · 104 4 · 10−5 1 · 105 30

TABLE IV
NUMBER OF MULTIPLICATIONS PER APP ESTIMATE.

Parameters FBA GS NN (real/complex)

" = 4 !fib = 0 km Fig. 8 1 · 106 2 · 105 5 · 103

" = 8 Fig. 16a − − 3 · 104

" = 16 Fig. 16a − − 6 · 104

" = 32 Fig. 12,14 − 2 · 107 6 · 104

" = 64 Fig. 16a − − 1 · 105

" = 128 Fig. 16a − − 1 · 105

" = 4 !fib = 30 km Fig. 9 1 · 106 2 · 105 3 · 104 / 1 · 105

" = 8 Fig. 10 2 · 107 2 · 105 5 · 104 / 1 · 105

" = 16 Fig. 16b − − 1 · 105

" = 32 Fig. 13,15 − 2 · 107 2 · 105

" = 64 Fig. 16b − − 5 · 105

Fig. 12 compares the performance of NNs and bit-wise GS

for 32-PAM/ASK/SQAM, !fib = 0, and two SIC stages. The

FBA is infeasible for large modulation alphabets. GS runs

with #par = 64 samplers, #̃ = 21 memory, and #iter = 125

iterations. The first 25 iterations constitute the “burn-in” period

and are discarded. The performance of the NN and GS match

at low SNRs, except for 32-SQAM and !fib = 30 km where

GS is slightly better. At high SNRs, GS stalls; see [24]

and [22, Fig. 7]. The NN achieves the maximum rates for 32-

PAM/ASK and saturates slightly earlier for 32-SQAM. The

NN outperforms GS and is over 300 times less complex.

The following results consider NN-SIC only, because

GS “stalls” and the FBA is infeasible. The rates for 32-

PAM/ASK/SQAM, !fib = 0 and !fib = 30 km are shown in

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, respectively. We use SIC with up to six

stages; the dashed black curve shows the rates for stage six.

For !fib = 0, 32-ASK and 32-SQAM require two SIC stages

to approach JDD performance, while 32-PAM performs well

enough even under SDD. For !fib = 30 km, 32-PAM and 32-

ASK require at least four stages, while 32-SQAM may require

more than six SIC stages.

Fig. 16a compares NN-SIC rates for !fib = 0, ( = 2 and

modulations up to " = 128. We include results from previous

plots. With NN-SIC, ASK/SQAM achieves large energy gains

over classic PAM. The gains increase with " and reach ≈
3 dB for " = 128. Fig. 16b plots rates for !fib = 30 km,

( = 6 and modulations up to " = 64. The gains over PAM

are ≈ 2.1 dB. SQAM saturates as it has phase symmetries;

see [8, Appendix]. Note that the NN complexity scales roughly

linearly with the modulation alphabet size " .

VII. CONCLUSION

We designed time-varying RNN equalizers for SIC and

showed that they outperform FBA-SIC and GS-SIC with

substantially less complexity. We simulated NN-SIC rates up

to 7 bpcu with 128-PAM/ASK/QAM for short-reach fiber-optic

links with a SLD. Moreover, bipolar ASK gains up to ≈ 3 dB

over classic unipolar PAM for the models studied here.

For future work, we plan to verify the computed rates with

realistic coded modulations as in [8] and include probabilistic

shaping. We further plan to investigate the robustness and gen-

eralization capabilities of NN-SIC with data from hardware ex-

periments; cf. [49]. One may further explore NN-compression

methods [87] to reduce the number of NN parameters, e.g.,

the NN sizes for the higher SIC stages can likely be reduced

because much of the interference is known. Finally, one can

mitigate phase symmetries by precoding; see [8, Appendix].
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